Viega PureFlow® System

Commercial solutions

Trust Viega PureFlow System for your next commercial PEX installation. Choose a system that
is free of solder, glue and the risk of micro tears in cold expansion. Viega’s system allows for
immediate pressure testing with connections made in seconds instead of minutes. Plus, the
PureFlow tool platform is the only one in the industry that can be used for copper, stainless and
carbon steel installations.
Viega. Connected in quality.

Large diameter PEX
Viega PureFlow PEX tubing is available in sizes 3/8" to 2". It offers flexibility of installation
while maintaining performance in residential, light commercial and commercial applications.
PureFlow PEX carries the highest ratings of UV and chlorine resistance according to
industry standards, and maintains approximately 10% higher burst pressures than typical
PEX-a tubing.

Ball valves
Made of Viega’s same unique Zero Lead silicon bronze alloy, PureFlow Press commercial
ball valves offer the same reliability and quality you experience with Viega ProPress.
Ball valves are designed with double-stem seals to provide years of leak-free operation.
Available in 1", 1¼", 1½" and 2" sizes.

Transition fittings
With Viega you have access to a diverse line of products for a variety of applications.
Viega’s press technology allows for easy transition between those materials as you
maximize the benefits of each of the systems. With the only adapter transitioning from
ProPress Copper to PureFlow Press, you can easily transition materials from our CTS
press systems to our PureFlow PEX system with the same tool.

Pipe trays
Viega’s pipe trays allow for the hanging of large diameter PEX with similar hanger spacing
to metal products, reducing labor and install time. These trays are compatible with PureFlow
PEX and Viega Barrier tubing and are made of steel. They are E84 listed for plenum use and
available for ½" to 2" tubing, in 10-foot lengths.

Testimonials of Astonishment
“My crew can install all kinds of PEX, but the Viega PureFlow
System is by far the easiest.”
– Dan Metcalfe, Owner Taps Plumbing

“We used to use an expandable PEX system, but it’s tough
to install in the winter – when you try to expand plastic when
it’s cold, it doesn’t want to do it. I started looking at the
Viega PureFlow System and realized it would solve a lot of
the problems we had been having.”
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– James Music, General Manager, Anytime Mechanical
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